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STATE OF MINNESOTA
POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY

In the Matter of the Decision to Deny the Petitions For a
Contested Case Hearing and to Submit the draft Buffalo
Creek Bacteria Total Maximum Daily Load to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency For Approval

FINDINGS OF FACT,
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER

Pursuant to the federal Clean Water Act (33 U.S. Code Sec. 1251-1387) the Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency (MPCA) staff prepared the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) for
submission to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for approval. After affording all
interested persons the opportunity to present written and oral data, statements, and arguments to the
MPCA, and after considering all of the evidence in the records, files, and proceedings herein, the MPCA
Commissioner, being fully advised, hereby adopts the following Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and
Order.
I.

FINDINGS OF FACT

A. Jurisdiction
1. The MPCA is authorized and required to administer and enforce all laws relating to the pollution of
any waters of the state. Minn. Stat. § 115.03, subd. 1(a).
2. The MPCA is also authorized “to investigate the extent, character, and effect of the pollution of the
waters of this state and to gather data and information necessary or desirable in the administration
or enforcement of pollution laws, and to make such classification of the waters of the state as it may
deem advisable.” Minn. Stat. § 115.03, subd. 1(b).
3. The MPCA Commissioner is authorized to decide on behalf of the MPCA whether to grant or deny
the petitioners request for a Contested Case Hearing (CCH) in this matter. Minn. Stat. § 116.03,
subd. 1(c) (2012).
4. Similarly, the MPCA Commissioner is authorized to order TMDLs be submitted to EPA. Id.
B. Background/Overview of TMDL Process
5. Congress passed the Clean Water Act in 1972 to “restore and maintain the chemical, physical, and
biological integrity of the Nation’s waters.” 33 U.S.C. § 1251. To achieve this, Congress sought to
eliminate the discharge of pollutants into the navigable waters.” Id.
6. The Clean Water Act focuses on two possible sources of pollution: point sources and nonpoint
sources. In addition, the Clean Water Act includes two basic types of pollution control requirements;
technology-based effluent limits and water-quality based limits. (40 C.F.R. § 130).
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7. Point sources are defined as “any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance,” including pipes,
ditches, conduits, or vessels “from which pollutants are or may be discharged.” 33 U.S.C. §1362(14).
Nonpoint sources include any non-discrete source, such as runoff from agriculture, silviculture,
forestry, and construction activities.
8. Point source pollution is subject to technology-based controls imposed by the National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System/State Disposal System (NPDES/SDS) permit process. The NPDES/SDS
permit process sets quantitative limits on the amount of pollutants released from each point source.
The EPA delegated its duties to establish and operate its NPDES/SDS permit programming authority
to the State of Minnesota, which operates the program through the MPCA. 33 U.S.C. §1342 (b).
NPDES/SDS permits include technology-based effluent limits and also may include water quality
effluent limits to meet water quality standards.
9. Technology-based controls are minimum pollution control requirements that must be met
regardless of the potential impact a discharge may have on a receiving water. Technology-based
controls are discharge limitations based on the capabilities of an industry or class of dischargers to
treat influent by using pollution control technology. Technology-based controls consider
technological feasibility and cost and specify the quality of effluent a discharger may release to
surface waters.
Water quality based effluent limits consider the impact a discharge will have on the receiving water.
When water quality effluent limits are developed, technical feasibility and economic reasonableness
are not factors considered.
10. The Clean Water Act requires that states establish water quality standards, based on the designated
use for that particular body of water. 33 U.S.C. §1313 (a)-(c).Nonpoint sources are not regulated by
permits due to the difficulty involved in tracing the pollution back to a particular point, measuring it,
and setting an acceptable level for that point. Sierra Club v. Meiburg, 296 F.3d, 1021, 1025 (11th Cir.
2002).
11. Achieving the specific water quality standard applied to a body of water may require more stringent
limitations on point-source discharges, due to the contribution of pollutants from nonpoint sources.
Id. Individual discharge permits will be adjusted and other measures taken, to reduce the amount of
a pollutant in a waterbody to the level specified in the applicable TMDL.
12. Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act establishes the TMDL program, a water-quality based
approach to regulating waters that fail to meet water quality standards despite the application of
effluent limits and other pollution control requirements to those waters. 33 U.S.C. § l3l3(d)(1)(A)-(C).
13. TMDLs are water-quality based controls. They are used to supplement technology-based controls
where necessary. If technology-based effluent limits are, for some reason, failing to ensure that a
given water is meeting all applicable water quality standards, then more stringent requirements
based on the actual quality of the receiving water may be imposed. 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(1)(A)-(C).
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14. A TMDL expresses the maximum amount of a particular pollutant that can pass through a
waterbody each day without violating water quality standards. 33 U.S.C. § 1313(d)(1) (C) and (D).
15. Section 303(d)(1) requires each state provide the EPA a list of all waters within the state boundaries
that do not comply with applicable water quality standards despite the application of effluent limits
to those waters. 33 U.S.C. § l3l3(d)(l)(A) and (B). This list is known as the “303(d) list.”
16. Each body of water where it is known that water quality does not meet applicable water quality
standards, and/or is not expected to meet applicable water quality standards, even after the
application of the technology-based effluent limitations required is known as a “reach” or “water
quality limited segment” (WQLS or “limited segment”). 40 C.F.R. § 130.2(j).
17. Minnesota must set a TMDL for every pollutant in each reach preventing or impeding compliance
with applicable water quality standards. 33 U.S.C. § l3l3(d)(l)(C); 40 CFR 130.7(c)(ii)(1)(ii).
18. A TMDL is the sum of the allocated loads of pollutants set at a level necessary to meet the applicable
water quality standards. A TMDL includes wasteload allocations from point sources, load allocations
from nonpoint sources and natural background conditions, a margin of safety and in some cases, a
reserve capacity if determined to be necessary for future growth. A TMDL must also consider
seasonal variations. 33 U.S.C. § 1313 (d)(1)(C) and (d)(1)(D)(3); 40 C.F.R. § 130.7 (6)(c)(1). (See also,
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, “Guidance for Water Quality-Based Decisions: The TMDL
Process,” Office of Water, WH-S53, Washington D.C., April 1991). 40 C.F.R. § 130.2(i). This process
was followed by the MPCA in developing the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL.
19. A Wasteload Allocation (WLA) is the portion of a TMDL allocated to existing and/or future point
sources. 40 C.F.R. § 130.2(h).
20. A Load Allocation (LA) refers to the portion of a receiving water’s loading capacity attributed to
nonpoint sources of pollution and natural background sources. Load allocations are best estimates
of the loading, which can range from reasonably accurate estimates to gross allotments, depending
on the availability of data and appropriate techniques for predicting the loading. Wherever possible,
natural and nonpoint source loads should be distinguished. 40 CFR §130.2 (g).
21. The EPA defines “natural background level” as “chemical, physical, and biological levels representing
conditions that would result from natural processes, such as weathering and dissolution.” U.S.
E.P.A., Clean Water Act, Total Maximum Daily Loads (303d): Glossary,
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/tmdl/glossary.cfm (last updated March 6, 2012).
22. Minn. R. 7050.0150, subp. 4 defines “Natural causes” as the multiplicity of factors that determine
the physical, chemical, or biological conditions that would exist in a waterbody in the absence of
measurable impacts from human activity or influence. Minn. R. 7050.0150, subp. 4 (2011).
23. Minn. Stat. § 114D.15, subd. 10, the Clean Water Legacy Act, defines “natural background” as
meaning “characteristics of the water body resulting from the multiplicity of factors in nature,
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including climate and ecosystem dynamics, that affect the physical, chemical, or biological
conditions in a water body, but does not include measurable and distinguishable pollution that is
attributable to human activity or influence.” Minn. Stat. § 114D.15, subd. 10 (2012).
24. Based on the definitions provided by the EPA and in Minnesota Statute and Rule, the MPCA hereby
finds that “natural background” is the condition that occurs outside of human influence.
25. A Margin of Safety (MOS) accounts for the uncertainty about the relationship between the pollutant
loads and the quality of the receiving waterbody. The MOS is normally “implicit” and incorporated into
the conservative assumptions used to develop TMDLs (generally within the calculations or models).
This is particularly true where the pollution is largely by nonpoint sources. If the MOS needs to be
larger than the “implicit” levels, additional MOS can be added explicitly as a separate component of
the TMDL. (U.S. E.P.A., Office of Water, Protocol for Developing Pathogen TMDLs, EPA 841-R-00-002
(2001), available at
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/tmdl/upload/2003_07_03_tmdl_pathogen_all.pdf.)
26. Reserve Capacity (RC) is that portion of the TMDL that accommodates future loads. The MPCA’s
policy on reserve capacity is that it be considered by all TMDL projects, and the final report on the
TMDL should clearly describe the rationale for a decision regarding this issue.
27. Inclusion of an allocation for reserve capacity in the TMDL is strongly encouraged. Reserve capacity
can be ascribed singly to the WLA, the LA, or both; e.g. new and expanding Wastewater Treatment
Facilities (WWTFs), Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s) that will be covered by a
permit in the future or that are permitted now and may expand, and/or land use changes. If an
allocation for reserve capacity is not included, either no new future loads are anticipated or allowed,
or increased loads must be accommodated by pollutant trading.
28. A TMDL may be expressed as the equation: WLA + LA + MOS + RC = TMDL. (note: seasonal flow
variations are considered throughout the TMDL development process.)
29. An important distinction must be made between a resource impaired due to natural or
anthropogenic factors. If a resource is determined not to meet water quality standards due to
natural conditions, a TMDL is not required and the natural background condition becomes the
standard. (U.S. E.P.A., Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds, Consolidated Assessment and
Listing Methodology, Toward a Compendium of Best Practices (2002), Minn. R. 7050.0170). Natural
background standards have consequences for future sources since loading increases that result in a
“discernible impact from point or nonpoint source pollutants attributable to human activity” are not
permissible.
30. In June 2009, the MPCA formed a “Natural Background for Streams” workgroup to develop an
approach for considering natural background conditions when assessing streams for dissolved
oxygen.
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31. In June 2010, the MPCA formed a workgroup to develop a process to assess lakes for
eutrophication.
32. The MPCA developed two guidance documents related to the assessment of natural background in
water quality. The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Natural Background and Water Quality:
Guidance Document for Assessment of Aquatic Life Use Support, doc. No. wq-s1-62 (2009), available
at http://www.pca.state.mn.us/index.php/view-document.html?gid=8603; Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency, Guidance for Considering Natural Background When Assessing Lakes for
Eutrophication. Document number wq-s1-63 (2011), available at
http://www.pca.state.mn.us/index.php/view-document.html?gid=16325.
33. The EPA promulgated guidance for the individual states to follow as they develop their proposed
TMDLs. The proposed TMDL that is at issue in this case is consistent with EPA guidance as set forth
below. (U.S. E.P.A., Office of Water, Protocol for Developing Pathogen TMDLs, EPA 841-R-00-002
(2001), available at
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/tmdl/upload/2003_07_03_tmdl_pathogen_all.pd
f)
34. In addition to EPA guidance the MPCA developed a “Bacteria TMDL Protocols and Submittal
Requirements” guidance document to further aid local entities in the development of TMDLs. The
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, Bacteria TMDL Protocols and Submittal Requirements, (2009),
available at
http://www.pca.state.mn.us/index.php?option=com_docman&task=doc_view&gid=8526
C. The draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL / Stakeholder Involvement, Public Notice and Comment
Period
35. The proposed TMDL at issue in this case is the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL. The draft Buffalo
Creek Bacteria TMDL encompasses two (2) impaired reaches of Buffalo Creek, a major tributary to
the South Fork Crow River watershed in the Upper Mississippi Basin, Minnesota.
36. The specific objective in the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL, is to determine the type and degree
of pollutant source reductions needed to achieve the water quality standard of 200 fecal coliform
(126 E. Coli) organisms/100 mL at each of the impaired reaches listed on the 303(d) list.
37. The draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL was developed by Wenck Associates, Inc., in a manner
consistent with EPA guidance, MPCA protocol, and previously EPA approved bacteria TMDLs.
38. In its Protocol for Developing Pathogen TMDLs, EPA advised that “Analysts should be resourceful and
creative in selecting TMDL approaches. Decisions regarding the extent of the analysis should always be
made on a site-specific basis as part of a comprehensive, problem-solving approach.” (U.S. E.P.A.,
Office of Water, Protocol for Developing Pathogen TMDLs, EPA 841-R-00-002 (2001), available at
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/tmdl/upload/2003_07_03_tmdl_pathogen_all.pdf)
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39. The MPCA staff met with the CROW board (made up of one county commissioner from each of the
ten (10) counties included in the Crow watershed) and staff throughout 2008 to 2011 at their
monthly board meetings to discuss development of the Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL work plan and
subsequent TMDL. A Buffalo Creek Watershed District (BCWD) representative regularly attended the
CROW board meetings. Other BCWD managers attended on various occasions.
40. The MPCA and CROW staff attended and presented information at several BCWD board meetings in
2008 to discuss the Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL work plan and TMDL. The BCWD provided written
comments on the draft work plan and is included as a responsible party (by BCWD request) in the
final work plan. The BCWD work plan written comments are found in Appendix A to these Findings.
41. A Stakeholder/Technical Advisory process was established and utilized in the development of the
draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL. A collaboration of local, state, and federal agencies, interest
groups, organizations, and citizens were invited and participated in this process to provide input in
the development of the TMDL.
42. The earliest Stakeholder/Technical Advisory group involvement in the development of the draft
Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL was through the CROW and a collaboration of local, state, and federal
agencies and organizations which provide local leadership for water quality improvement initiatives
in the Crow River watershed. The MPCA began discussing a proposed bacteria TMDL for Buffalo
Creek with the CROW in early 2008.
43. Stakeholder/Technical Advisory group members reviewed and provided comments on the draft
Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL throughout the process and prior to the public notice comment period.
44. Public information meetings were held November 2008 in Litchfield; July 2009 in Glencoe;
September 2009 in Buffalo; and in May 2011 and June 2011 in Glencoe.
45. The draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL was sent to the EPA for preliminary review and comment in
April 2011. The draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL was revised based on three (3) preliminary
comments received in April 2011 from EPA.
46. The original public notice comment period for the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL was
June 13, 2011, to July 13, 2011. Due to the state shutdown from July 1, 2011, through July 20, 2011,
the comment period was extended to August 15, 2011. The draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL was
posted on the MPCA website along with a press release and a copy of the mailing sent to interested
parties. The extended comment period was re-noticed in the State Register.
47. A total of three (3) written comments were received during the original comment period for the
draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL. All of these comments were timely. No additional comment
letters were received during the extended comment period. No written comments from
stakeholders or Technical Advisory group members were received during the comment period or
extended comment period.
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48. The MPCA received three (3) timely identical petitions for a Contested Case Hearing (CCH) on the
draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL on August 15, 2011. The Contested Case Hearing petitions were
received from Francis Svoboda and Larry Phillips; Peter Johnson and Daniel J. Lippert; and
Corey Henke and Francis Svoboda. The Petitions for Contested Case Hearing are hereby
incorporated by reference as Appendix B to these findings.
49. One (1) comment letter from the BCWD was received August 29, 2011, fourteen (14) days following
the close of the extended comment period and therefore, was not timely.
50. One (1) additional CCH petition from the BCWD, which was identical to the CCH petitions received
during the comment period from the other CCH petitioners, was received August 29, 2011; fourteen
(14) days after the extended comment period closed and therefore, was not timely.
51. The MPCA’s Response to Comments received is hereby incorporated by reference as Appendix C to
these findings.
D. Petitions for a Contested Case Hearing
52. Minn. R. 7000.1800, subp. 2, Contested case petition contents, subp. A, requires that a petition
include:
a. a statement of reasons or proposed findings supporting the board or commissioner
decision to hold a contested case hearing pursuant to the criteria in
Minn. R. 7000.1900, subpart 1; and
b. a statement of the issues proposed to be addressed by a contested case hearing and
the specific relief requested or resolution of the matter.
53. The MPCA’s decision whether to grant the petitions for a Contested Case Hearing is governed by
Minn. R. 7000.1900, Criteria to Hold Contested Case Hearing, subp. 1, which states:
Subpart 1. Board or commissioner decision to hold Contested Case Hearing. The board
or commissioner must grant the petition to hold a contested case hearing or order upon
its own motion that a contested case hearing be held if it finds that:
A. there is a material issue of fact in dispute concerning the matter pending before
the board or commissioner;
B. the board or commissioner has the jurisdiction to make a determination on the
disputed material issue of fact; and
C. there is a reasonable basis underlying the disputed material issue of fact or facts
such that the holding of a contested case hearing would allow the introduction of
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information that would aid the board or commissioner in resolving the disputed
facts in making a final decision on the matter.
54. In order to satisfy the first requirement, Minn. R. 7000.1900, subp. 1(A), the hearing requester must
show there is a material issue of fact in dispute as opposed to a disputed issue of law or policy. A
fact is material if its resolution will affect the outcome of a case. O’Malley v. Ulland Brothers, 540
N.W.2d 889, 892 (Minn. 1996).
55. In order to satisfy the second requirement, Minn. R. 7000.1900, subp. 1(B), the petitioner(s) must
show that the MPCA has jurisdiction or authority to make a determination on the disputed issues of
material fact. “Agencies are not permitted to act outside the jurisdictional boundaries of their
enabling act.” Cable Communications Board v. Nor-West Cable, 356 N.W.2d 658, 668 (Minn. 1984).
Therefore, each issue in the contested case request has to be such that it is within the MPCA’s
authority to resolve.
56. Finally, under Minn. R. 7000.1900, subp. 1(C), the petitioner(s) has the burden of demonstrating
there is a reasonable basis underlying the disputed material issue of fact or facts such that the
holding of a contested case hearing would allow the introduction of information that would aid the
MPCA in making a final decision on the matter. In the Matter of Solid Waste Permit for the NSP Red
Wing Ash Disposal Facility, 421 N.W.2d 398, 404 (Minn. App. 1988). To do so, the petitioner(s) may
provide the MPCA with specific expert’s names, and with any indication of what specific new facts
an expert might testify to at a contested case hearing. The Minnesota Supreme Court has recognized
that to meet this test, “it is simply not enough to raise questions or pose alternatives without some
showing that evidence can be produced which is contrary to the action proposed by the MPCA”
(See In the Matter of Amendment No. 4 to Air Emission Facility Permit, 454 N.W.2d 427, 430 (Minn.
1990)).
57. All three criteria of Minn. R. 7000.1900, subp. 1 must be satisfied for the MPCA to grant a petition
for a contested case hearing.
E. Evaluation of Petitions for Contested Case Hearing “Matters of Concern” and “Issues To Be
Addressed”
58. The petitions contained the following identical language of the “matters of concern” and “issues to
be addressed by contested case hearing”:
a. Matters of Concern
“The undersigned petitioners find that the draft TMDL study fails to recognize
natural background considerations as required by the Clean Water Legacy Act
(MS 114D.15, subdivision 10). The draft report discussion of Natural Background
Sources includes only wildlife populations. Research has shown that coliform
bacteria, once believed to only originate and reproduce in the intestines of
warm-blooded animals, can survive, even reproduce in soil and stream
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sediments (Sadowsky, 2010- available at:
http://www.mda.state.mn.us/protecting/cleanwater/research/~media/Files/pr
otecting/cwf/ecoliditch7milecreek.ashx). This important technical finding,
discovered in research funded by the people of Minnesota through the Clean
Water Fund, has not been included in the report.”
b. Issues to be addressed by contested case hearing
“The undersigned petitioners request the MPCA address the legal requirements
of Total Maximum Daily Load Reports under the Clean Water Act and the Clean
Water Legacy Act, including the evaluation of natural background conditions.”
59. The MPCA evaluated the petitions for a Contested Case Hearing to determine if the above stated
“matters of concern” and “issues to be addressed” meet the three required criteria in Minn. R.
7000.1900, subp. 1. The MPCA makes the following specific Findings regarding the “matters of
concern” and “issues to be addressed” raised by the petitioner(s). The reasons for holding a
contested case hearing fails to satisfy conditions of the requirements of Minn. R. 7000.1900,
subpart. 1., for the following reasons:
a. “Matters of Concern” of the Sadowsky et al (2010) Report
1. The MPCA finds this is not a disputed material issue of fact for the following
reasons.
i.

Petitioners raise a policy question or a question of law and fail to
raise a disputed material issue of fact. Thus a contested case
hearing is not appropriate.

ii.

Petitioners fail to raise a disputed material issue of fact. The MPCA
does not dispute that the Sadowsky study was not specifically cited
in the draft Buffalo Creek bacteria TMDL. The draft Buffalo Creek
Bacteria TMDL did include discussion, and cited other studies,
acknowledging the survivability of bacteria in stream sediments.

iii.

The three petitions for contested case hearing at issue in this matter
are virtually identical as the previously contested Cottonwood and
Redwood Rivers Fecal Coliform TMDLs during the public comment
period.
On November 14, 2011, the MPCA sent a ‘possible solutions letter’
outlining the MPCA’s proposed draft language changes to the draft
Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL resulting from the petition. In addition,
in the letter, the MPCA staff offered to meet with the BCWD and
petitioners to discuss these possible solutions.
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The MPCA staff carefully reviewed and considered the Sadowsky
study. In addition, the MPCA staff met with the BCWD board at their
regularly scheduled board meeting since it was more convenient for
the board, other petitioners and their joint designated
representative than setting an additional meeting during the fall
harvest. Chairman Belter confirmed attendance with the designated
representative of the petitioners and the BCWD board prior to the
meeting. The designated representative or other petitioners did not
attend the meeting as confirmed. Though the BCWD board petition
was not timely; managers Henke and Phillips sent timely petitions,
therefore the MPCA considered it appropriate to work with the
BCWD board to try to resolve the contested case issues. The
purpose of the meeting was to discuss the draft Buffalo Creek
Bacteria TMDL and specifically whether the natural background
discussion contained within the proposed TMDL should be altered
in light of the Sadowsky study findings. The BCWD scheduled a
second meeting that was cancelled due to the unavailability of the
petitioners’ designated representative. (A copy of the possible
solutions letter sent to all CCH petitioners is attached as Appendix
D.)
iv.

Prior to receiving the contested case request for the draft Buffalo
Creek Bacteria TMDL, the MPCA staff working with the Cottonwood
and Redwood Rivers contested cases contacted and met with Dr.
Sadowsky, the author of the study petitioners request be included
in the TMDL. The meeting focused entirely on the potential
implications of Dr. Sadowsky’s findings in light of the proposed
Cottonwood and Redwood Rivers Fecal Coliform TMDLs.

v.

The MPCA hereby incorporates the Sadowsky study into the official
record for the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL, as the Sadowsky
study was considered before the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL
was finalized.

vi.

Although the MPCA staff reconsidered its findings regarding the
natural background and specifically the weight to be given to the
Sadowsky study, ultimately the MPCA staff declined to alter the
expression of natural background in the draft Buffalo Bacteria Creek
TMDL findings.

vii.

Based on the MPCA’s incorporation and consideration of the
Sadowsky study in relation to the natural background expression in
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the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL, the MPCA finds Petitioners
fail to establish criterion “A” of Minn. R. 7000.1900.
b. Petitioners issue to be addressed by a Contested Case Hearing. Petitioners “request the
MPCA address the legal requirements of the Total Maximum Daily Load Studies under the
Clean Water Act and Clean Water Legacy Act, including the evaluation of natural
background conditions.”
2. The MPCA finds this is not a disputed material issue of fact for the following
reasons.
i.

The draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL contains general discussion of
natural background sources of bacteria. The MPCA does not dispute that
the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL does not include a separate, explicit
load allocation for natural background sources. The MPCA staff considered
whether it was possible to differentiate natural background as a separate
component of the load allocation. It was determined this was not
reasonable and not practical based on the complexity of the problem, the
time constraints, the availability of resources and monitoring data, and the
management objectives under consideration. (U.S. E.P.A., Office of Water,
Protocol for Developing Pathogen TMDLs, EPA 841-R-00-002 (2001),
available at
http://water.epa.gov/lawsregs/lawsguidance/cwa/tmdl/upload/2003_07_0
3_tmdl_pathogen_all.pdf). A separate, explicit load allocation for natural
background sources is not required. The following definition of a TMDL
contains the only references to “natural background” found in the
Minnesota Statute Chapter 114D, the Clean Water Legacy Act: Minn.
Stat.§ 114D.15, Subd. 10. Total maximum daily load or TMDL.
“Total maximum daily load” or “TMDL” means a scientific study that
contains a calculation of the maximum amount of a pollutant that may
be introduced into a surface water and still ensure that applicable water
quality standards for that water are restored and maintained. A TMDL
also is the sum of the pollutant load allocations for all sources of the
pollutant, including a wasteload allocation for point sources, a load
allocation for nonpoint sources and natural background, an allocation
for future growth of point and nonpoint sources, and a margin of safety
to account for uncertainty about the relationship between pollutant
loads and the quality of the receiving surface water. “Natural
background” means characteristics of the water body resulting from the
multiplicity of factors in nature, including climate and ecosystem
dynamics, that affect the physical, chemical, or biological conditions in a
water body, but does not include measurable and distinguishable
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pollution that is attributable to human activity or influence. A TMDL
must take into account seasonal variations.
ii. This definition indicates nonpoint sources and natural background are part
of the load allocation. The definition does not require a separate, explicit
load allocation for natural background sources.
iii. Federal Clean Water Act requirements for TMDLs are codified in the Water
Quality Planning and Management Regulations at Title 40, Part 130 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR). Section 130.2 contains the following
definitions:
(a) Load allocation (LA). The portion of a receiving water’s loading
capacity that is attributed either to one of its existing or future
nonpoint sources of pollution or to natural background sources.
Load allocations are best estimates of the loading, which may range
from reasonably accurate estimates to gross allotments, depending
on the availability of data and appropriate techniques for predicting
the loading. Wherever possible, natural and nonpoint source loads
should be distinguished.
(b) Total maximum daily load (TMDL). The sum of the individual WLAs
for point sources and LAs for nonpoint sources and natural
background. If a receiving water has only one point source
discharger, the TMDL is the sum of that point source WLA plus the
LAs for any nonpoint sources of pollution and natural background
sources, tributaries, or adjacent segments. TMDLs can be expressed
in terms of either mass per time, toxicity, or other appropriate
measure. If Best Management Practices (BMPs) or other nonpoint
source pollution controls make more stringent load allocations
practicable, then wasteload allocations can be made less stringent.
Thus, the TMDL process provides for nonpoint source control
tradeoffs.
iv. The final sentence of the load allocation definition indicates that natural and
nonpoint source loads should be distinguished “wherever possible.” In the
case of the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL, and other bacteria TMDLs
completed by the MPCA and approved by EPA, the MPCA staff examined
whether it was possible to distinguish and separate out natural background
loads from nonpoint source loads and determined it was not possible to
distinguish natural background loads clearly enough to support separate
load allocations. Although the Sadowsky study was specifically considered
by the MPCA staff regarding its effects on whether the load allocation for
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natural background could be differentiated, the MPCA staff determined the
Sadowsky study did not change that determination.
60. Petitioners fail to demonstrate a hearing would allow for the introduction of new information that
would be helpful to the MPCA in reaching a decision in this matter.
61. Although the Sadowsky et al. (2008-2010) study was not cited in the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria
TMDL, the MPCA extensively considered the Sadowsky study after virtually identical petitions to this
one were received during the public comment period for the Cottonwood River and Redwood River
TMDLs.
62. Following the contested case hearing requests related to the Cottonwood and Redwood River
TMDLs, the MPCA staff met with Dr. Sadowsky specifically to discuss his findings on the particular
work cited in light of the Cottonwood River and Redwood River Fecal Coliform TMDLs.
63. Dr. Sadowsky cautioned about translating the results of his work to wasteload allocations, load
allocations, and about the extrapolation of the results from the Seven Mile Creek watershed to the
Cottonwood, Redwood River, and Buffalo Creek watersheds.
64. The MPCA staff worked with Dr. Sadowsky (the author of The Growth, Survival, and Genetic
Structure of E. coli found in Ditch Sediments and Water at the Seven Mile Creek Watershed Study)
and Dr. Adam Birr (Minnesota Department of Agriculture Research Coordinator) to develop
language additions and changes which were drafted for the Cottonwood River Fecal Coliform TMDL,
but also apply to the Redwood River and draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL.
65. The MPCA staff propose and the MPCA hereby incorporates the following language into Section 5.3
of the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL :
Two Minnesota studies describe the presence and growth of “naturalized” or “indigenous”
strains of E. Coli in watershed soils (Ishii et al., 2006) and ditch sediment and water (Sadowsky et
al., 2010). The latter study, supported with Clean Water Land and Legacy funding, was
conducted in the Seven Mile Creek watershed, an agricultural landscape approximately 30 miles
to the east of the mouth of the Cottonwood River. DNA fingerprinting of E. Coli from sediment
and water samples collected in Seven Mile Creek from 2008-2010 resulted in the identification of
1568 isolates comprised of 452 different E. Coli strains. Of these strains, 63.5% were represented
by a single isolate, suggesting new or transient sources of E. Coli. The remaining 36.5% of strains
were represented by multiple isolates, suggesting persistence of specific E. Coli. Discussions with
the primary author of the Seven Mile Creek study suggest that while 36% might be used as a
rough indicator of “background” levels of bacteria at this site during the study period, this
percentage is not directly transferable to the concentration and count data of E. Coli used in
water quality standards and TMDLs. Additionally, because the study is not definitive as to the
ultimate origins of this bacteria, it would not be appropriate to consider it as “natural”
background. Finally, the author cautioned about extrapolating results from the Seven Mile Creek
watershed to other watersheds without further studies.
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66. The MPCA staff propose and the MPCA hereby incorporates the following language into Section
5.3.3 of the draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL and change the title of this section from “Wildlife
Sources” to “Wildlife/Natural Background Sources.”
Section 5.3 discusses the potential of “naturalized” or “indigenous” bacteria in soils,
ditch sediment, and water as an additional source. However, the studies cited are not
definitive as to the magnitude of this contribution. Additionally, the studies are not
definitive as to the ultimate origins of this bacteria, so it may not be appropriate to
consider it as “natural” background.
67. In addition to the changes as outlined in Findings 65 and 66 immediately above, Dr. Adam Birr
suggested the MPCA include a statement of the pragmatic implications of this study:
From a pragmatic standpoint, this study suggests that there is a fraction of bacteria that
may exist regardless of most traditional implementation strategies that are employed to
control the sources of E. Coli.
68. The MPCA hereby incorporates the language contained in Finding 67 above into Section 5.3.3 of the
draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL.
69. In light of the above, and especially in light of the MPCA’s inclusion of the Sadowsky study, as in
Finding 59 (a) (1) v, the MPCA finds there is no reasonable basis underlying “the disputed material
issue of fact or facts such that the holding of a contested case hearing could allow the introduction
of information that would aid the board or commissioner in resolving the disputed facts in making a
final decision on the matter” as required by Minn. R. 7000.1900, criterion C.
II.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. Based on Minn. R. 7000.1900, the MPCA has jurisdiction to decide whether a Contested Case
Hearing should be granted or denied.
2. The requirements of Minn. R. 7000.1900 have not been met with respect to the issues raised by
Petitioners in the request for a Contested Case Hearing and therefore, the petitions should be
denied, based upon the reasons set forth in this document.
3. Due, adequate and timely public notice of the proposed draft Buffalo Creek Bacteria TMDL was
given in accordance with Minn. R. 7001.0100, subps. 4 and 5.
4. The three (3) comment letters from Tim Sundby, Minnesota Corn Growers Association and the first
BCWD letter were timely.
5. The second comment letter from BCWD, received on August 29, 2011, was not timely.
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Appendix A
From: ceberhard [mailto:ceberhard@bcwatershed.org]
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2008 8:09 AM
To: Sander, Diane - Buffalo, MN
Cc: Charles Kubesh; Corey Henke; Larry Phillips; Margaret Leach
Subject: Fw: Work Plan Question revisions
Diane:
Attached find BCWD's review of the work plan.
Chuck
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